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THE SHAPE THEOHf FOE UNIfOlM SPACES AND THE SHAPE UN1FOIH 
INVAH1ANTS 
¥. AGA10N1AN and lu.M. SMIHNO? 
Erevan Moscow 
Abstracts The purpose of this paper is to apply the 
notionsof shape theory, shape category and shape invari-
ant to the uniform spaces. As a result we obtain the new 
uniform shape categories and their homological, cohomolo-
gical, nomotopic and cohomotopic invariants (groups). 
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At present there is a very intensive developed shape 
theory (with many different shape categories) for the to-
pological spaces so the wish to have some good shape theo-
ry for the uniform spaces is quite natural. Anh Kiet [13 
constructed a shape category for complete metric spaces. 
D. Doitchinov [2] obtained an other shape category for ar-
bitrary metric spaces. We construct some shape category 
for arbitrary uniform spaces and receive for it some spec-
tral homotopic, homological, cohomological and cohomotopic 
invariants (groups). Our method is very close to the gene-
ral categorical method given by A. Deleanu and P. Hilton 
[31, which we got to know at Topological symposium, Prague 
1976. 
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Let UH be the uniform homotopy category (all uniform 
spaces with uniform homotopy classes tfj of all uniform 
mappings) and QH be the subcategory of UHf which consists 
of all uniform spaces with the uniform homotopy classes £ hi 
of all uniform embedding a h. We shall construct some uni-
form shape theory as the functor F:UH~* pro QH - pr QH/s-t? 
in the following manner. 
Here the eategory pr QH consists of all inverse spect-
ra X « I X^ , t Petec* 1 tA } f where A is an arbitrary directed 
setf and of all ••promappings* f *4Cf^3,«t?I sX—* J ••CX/j f 
t q^p#1 tB f f where <# si—* A and f^ tX^, — * % . Xhe ea-
tegory pro QM is the category pr QH faetorized by the fol-
lowing equivalences for "promappings11: 
iff the diagram is commutati-
ve for every (I & B and some 
cce A (see Grothendieclc L43). 
f*fi - 4 £ « 0 . l , ү | iЖ—*l 
Ip>*l^ 
> * 
/ í g . ] 
xт/» 
fo construct the functor P:UH'—•pro QH we fiat some 
uniform embedding XcM(X) for every object XcUH, where 
M(X)c ANMJ (absolutely nei#iborhood retracts for uniform 
spaces). It is possible because of one theorem given by Is-
bell I 53 for separated uniform spaces
f
 which as can easily 
be shown is true also for arbitrary uniform spaces. Hiere-
fore we fix the inverse spectrum Jf of all uniform neighbor­
hoods U of X in M(X) and classes £i|m#-J °^ natural embed-
dings iyy# :U'*-*. U for every object XcUH, Here the direct-
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ed set A i s the set of a l l these nei#iborhoods U with 
canonical order. So 2 «4U, i±mgl$Aj . We put F(X) » X 
for every XeUH. 
Let f:X—* X be some uniform mapping. Then for every 
uniform neighborhood ? of X in N « M(X) there exis ts some 
uniform neighborhood U =- 9 > ( ? ) o f X i n M = M(X) and some 
uniform extension fv:U—#V of f. The received system f » 
s - i C f v l t f i i s some "pro-mapping
11 f:X—•X from X to X » 
s 4?» C i w # l f B } , where B « 4V1 . We f ix for every morph-
ism Cf 1 c UH some received in th i s manner morphism f e 
€ pr QH. We put F (CfJ) si£ I , where I f f i s the equiva-
lence class of morphism f concerning the equivalence ^ . 
It is not very difficult to prove the 
Theorem 1. i) pro QH is a category, 
ii) the correspondence F:UH—» pro <|tH is a (eovari-
ant) functor, 
iii) any functor F# obtained by this construction 
with other selection of embeddings XcM(X) and morphisms f 
is equivalent to the given functor F in the following sen-
se: 
,There exist for every XeUH some isomorphism ĵ :F(X)—*> 
•^F'(X) such that the diagram F(X) ^F(X) 
*)< [ F(f) . 
\ is commutative for every Jx I I % 
^ mapping f:X—*Y. , w F#(f) „Y 
F#(X) ^F#(X) 
The functor F generates the uniform shape category US 
in the following manner: the objects of US are the same of 
UH (i.e. the uniform spaces) and the morphisms s:X—• X of 
US are the same of pro QB (i.e., the morphisms iff : F(X)~-> 
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Æ 
—•F(f), which are to be understood as morphisms ffcom X 
to I naturally), The functor1 F generates the uniform shape 
functor f sUH—• US alsos namely F(X) » X for every X€ UH 
and F(tf3 :X—» X) * FttfDsX—*X for every Cf 1e UH. 
It is not difficult to prove the 
Theorem 2. i) The class US is a category and the cor-
respondence F is the functor, 
ii) the uniform shape functors F and F# obtained by diffe-
rent selections of embedding© Xc M(X) and* morphisms f are 
equivalent in the following sense: 
r fhere exists some funetorial iso-
1 moronism tJ:US—! 
#*) < 
\ the diagram 
^ is commutative. 
iii) Every uniform shape functor £ constructed here, is 
equivalent in the above sense to the uniform shape functor 
F^jUH—•US^, where US^ and F^ are the uniform shape catego-
ry a ni the corresponding uniform shape functor, which had 
been constructed by ¥. Agaronian 162 • 
It is clear that every functor F:U—.• pro Q may be cal-
led a general shape theory. This definition is equivalent 
to the definition given by A. Deleanu and P. Hilton 133» 
Lemma A. If two general shape theories F, F#:U — • 
— * pro Q are equivalent, then the general shape categories 
S, S#f and the general shape functors F:U—y S, F':U—*S ' t 
generated by F and F# accordingly are equivalent, too. 
Let I:Q—pQ be some functor (*'invariant" for objects 
of a given category Q) from Q to an arbitrary full category 
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G. Here under the fullness we understand that some limit 
functors LIM: pr G—*» G and COLIM: copr G — » Q are defin-
ed, i.e. every inverse and every direct spectrum has some 
limit and accordingly colimit. In this case we receive so-
me limit functor LIM if we fix some LIM G for every inver-
se spectrum <| an& construct the morphism Lim f s LIM GV—p 
— p LIM H for every morphism f :0—f»J| of category pr G 
(this morphism LIM f is defined by usual categorical way 
and is unique for every f). 
Lemma B. The correspondence LIM, obtained in this man-
ner, is functor and two functors LIM and LEM#, obtained by 
different selections of limit objects for all spectra II 
are equivalent. 
This is true also for cofunctor (» contravariant functor) 
CO MM. 
Lemma C. If f*eg9 then MM f = LIM £. Consequently 
every limit functor LIM: pr G^—**G generates the limit func-
tor MM: pro G—*G. 
Therefore a given functor I:Q—pQ generates for the given 
above general shape theory P:U—-•pro Q the functor pro I: 
•pro Q—•pro G and the functor I « Qmopro I » Will—>0# 
Finally we define some Ceeh or spectral functor 1:S—»G« 
generated by a given functor I for the given general shape 
theory P in the following manner: we put f(X) « I(X) for 
every object X of the shape category S, obtained by the 
shape theory P, and I(s) = MM (pro I(s)) for every morph-
ism S € S. 
It is not difficult to prove the 
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theorem 3. i) Bie correspondence I s S — * § ie a fune-* 
torf 
ii) the functor 1 # obtained by other Selection of limit 
functor MMt pr 0—#»Q and for other but equivalent to F 
general ehape theory F# is equivalent to lt too. 
We received! analogically for coftanctor I;Q — + Q the 
Ceeh or epeetral cofunctor x:S—*»G (more precisely the 
elaee of equivalent epeetral eofunetore I). For example if 
we take the singular homological, eohomologieal, homotopic 
and cohomotopie functors En9U
m
9 grn and m^ for the catego-
ry QH then we get for the constructed above uniform shape 
category US the Seen or epeetral uniform homological. coho-
mological, homotopic and cohomotopie functors H^ir1, $>m and 
If*11 accordingly. Consequently we shall have the Seeh or 
spectral uniform homological. cohomological. homotopic and 
cohomotopie groupe {^(X)« I ^ X ) , Jfa(X) and Jf
n(X) for uni-
form spaces X. It is not difficult to prove the 
Theorem 4. The groupe S^X) f ^ ( X ) , # n(X) and #
ntt) 
are invariant for ieomorphisms of uniform shape category US 
and consequently for uniform homeomorphiems. 
It can be proved by means of these uniform ehape invariants 
that the uniform shape category constructed here is not 
equivalent to the uniform shape category given by inh Kiet 
C D aafl to that given by $• Doitchinov 121, too. In general 
case the groupe Hn(X) are not coinciding with the cohomolo-
gical uniform groups constructed by f. Kuzminov and I. Sve-
dov 173 as was noted by S. Bogaty. 
In this way it is possible to get some generalizations 
of the known theorems, for example the Hurewicz's and Ihite-
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heaďa theorema. Detaila v i l i ba publiahed in Izve«tija 
Akad. Nauk Ani. SSH. 
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